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BLING BLING (written by Chris Bullock, produced and arranged by Michel League, Chris Bullock, and Snacky Puppy © Cechull Music (SESAC)) Bob Langetti • electric guitar • Chris McQueen • electric guitar • Mike Shorter • electric guitar • Mike McLaughlin • electric guitar • Bill Laurance • piano • Justin Stanton • Fender Rhodes, Mellotron, Minimoog, Prophet • Bobby Sparks • Hammond Borgan • Shawn Martin • keyboard + Mike "Max" Maher • trumpet • Jay Jennings • trumpet • Chris Bullock • tenor sax, soprano sax, flute, alto & tenor sax • Bob Reynolds • tenor sax • Zach Brock • violin • Nate Werth • metallic percussion, cowbell
While We're Young (written by Mike "Max" Maher, produced and arranged by Michel League, Mike "Max" Maher, and Snacky Puppy © Mazarito Music (SESAC) Bob Langetti • electric guitar • Chris McQueen • electric guitar • Mark Letteri • electric guitar • Michel League • electric bass • Bill Laurance • Fender Rhodes, Rhodes, Proggy bass • Bill Laurance • piano • Justin Stanton • Fender Rhodes, Mellotron, Bobby Sparks • Hammond Borgan • Shawn Martin • Minimoog, Mike "Max" Maher • trumpet • Jay Jennings • trumpet • Bob Reynolds • tenor sax • Zach Brock • violin • Nate Werth • tambourine, congas, Kenta Ogawa • cymbals, congas • Marcelo Woloski • metallic percussion, cymbals, congas, Jason "JT" Thomas • drums • Larnell Lewis • drums • Jamison Ross • drums

CHONKS (written by Michel League, produced and arranged by Michel League and Snacky Puppy © GUMUK administered by Universal Music Publishing (SESAC)) Bob Langetti • electric guitar • Mark Letteri • electric guitar • Chris McQueen • electric guitar • Shawn Martin • Minimoog bass • Bill Laurance • Fender Rhodes, Justin Stanton • Mellotron, Bobby Sparks • clarinet (solo) • Shawn Martin • Minimoog • Mike "Max" Maher • trumpet, Flugelhorn • Chrissie Hynde • cymbals • Bob Reynolds • tenor sax • Zach Brock • violin • Nate Werth • tambourine, congas, Kenta Ogawa • cymbals, congas • Marcelo Woloski • metallic percussion, cymbals, congas • Jason "JT" Thomas • drums • Larnell Lewis • drums • Jamison Ross • drums

BIGLY STRICT (written by Michel League, produced and arranged by Michel League and Snacky Puppy © GUMUK administered by Universal Music Publishing (SESAC)) Bob Langetti • electric guitar • Chris McQueen • electric guitar • Mark Letteri • electric guitar • Mike McLaughlin • electric bass • Bill Laurance • Fender Rhodes, Roland Juno, piano • Justin Stanton • Fender Rhodes, Rhodes, Proggy bass • Prophet • Bobby Sparks • Hammond Borgan • Shawn Martin • Minimoog bass, Minimoog (solo) • Mike "Max" Maher • trumpet (solo) • Chris Bullock • tenor sax • Bob Reynolds • tenor sax • Zach Brock • violin • Nate Werth • cymbals, congas, maracas, metallic percussion, cymbals, congas, Moroccan bendir, Moroccan chika, Egyptian darbuka • Marcelo Woloski • metallic percussion, triangle, congas, Moroccan bendir, dhola • Jason "JT" Thomas • drums • Larnell Lewis • drums • Jamison Ross • drums

COVEN (written by Michel League, produced and arranged by Michel League, Chris McQueen, and Snacky Puppy © Big Boy Big Girl (ASCAP) Bob Langetti • electric guitar • Chris McQueen • electric guitar • Mark Letteri • electric guitar • Michel League • electric bass • Bill Laurance • piano • Justin Stanton • Fender Rhodes, Mellotron, Bobby Sparks • Hammond Borgan • Shawn Martin • keyboards (solo) • Mike "Max" Maher • Flugelhorn • Chrissie Hynde • cymbals • Bob Reynolds • tenor sax • Zach Brock • violin • Nate Werth • metallic percussion, shaker • Kenta Ogawa • metallic percussion, tambourine, Marcelo Woloski • metallic percussion, metta drum, finger cymbals • Jason "JT" Thomas • drums • Larnell Lewis • drums • Jamison Ross • drums

WHILE WE'RE YOUNG (written by Mike "Max" Maher, produced and arranged by Michel League, Mike "Max" Maher, and Snacky Puppy © Mazarito Music (SESAC) Bob Langetti • electric guitar • Chris McQueen • electric guitar • Mark Letteri • electric guitar • Michel League • electric bass • Bill Laurance • Mellotron • Justin Stanton • Fender Rhodes, Bobby Sparks • Hammond Borgan • clarinet • Shawn Martin • Minimoog bass • Mike "Max" Maher • trumpet • Chris Bullock • tenor sax, flute, Bob Reynolds • tenor sax • Zach Brock • violin • Kenta Ogawa • metallic percussion, cymbals, Marcelo Woloski • metallic percussion, cymbals, congas • Jason "JT" Thomas • drums • Larnell Lewis • drums • Jamison Ross • drums

BAD KIDS TO THE BACK (written by Justin Stanton, produced and arranged by Michel League, Justin Stanton, and Snacky Puppy © J Stant Music (SESAC) Bob Langetti • electric guitar • Chris McQueen • electric guitar • Mark Letteri • baritone guitar, electric guitar • Michel League • electric bass • Bill Laurance • keyboard • Prophete • Bobby Sparks • Hammond Borgan • Shawn Martin • clarinet • Mike "Max" Maher • trumpet • Chris Bullock • tenor sax • Bob Reynolds • tenor sax (solo) • Zach Brock • violin • Nate Werth • metallic percussion, cowbell • Marcelo Woloski • metallic percussion • Jason "JT" Thomas • drums • Larnell Lewis • drums • Jamison Ross • drums

EVEN US (written by Michel League, produced and arranged by Michel League and Snacky Puppy © GUMUK administered by Universal Music Publishing (SESAC) Bob Langetti • electric guitar • Chris McQueen • electric guitar • Michel League • electric bass, Fender Rhodes, Bill Laurance • keyboards (solo) • Mike "Max" Maher • Flugelhorn • Shawn Martin • Minimoog • Mike "Max" Maher • trumpet, Minimoog bass • Bobby Sparks • Hammond Borgan • Shawn Martin • clarinet • Mike "Max" Maher • trumpet • Chris Bullock • tenor sax • Bob Reynolds • tenor sax (solo) • Zach Brock • violin • Nate Werth • Turkish bendir • Kenta Ogawa • Turkish bendir, riq • Marcelo Woloski • Turkish bendir • Jason "JT" Thomas • drums • Larnell Lewis • drums • Jamison Ross • drums